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The fishing season for yellowfin tuna opened on January 1, but almost
all of the fleet refused to sail because of a dispute between the
fishermen and the canners. At issue was the price to be paid as well
as the principle of establishing price agreements before vessels put
to sea.
Population dynamics studies on the Pacific mackerel were completed by
the Biometrical Analysis section and presented to the staff in the form
of a seminar. The results of this work will be of great value in de-
veloping a sound management program for Pacific mackerel.
A spot survey of the Pismo clam population at Morro Bay was conducted to
determine if a recent oil spill had harmed the resource. The clams
proved to be quite abundant and all appeared to be normal and healthy,
although a considerable amount of oil remained on part of the beach.
The 1967 sportcatch of albacore
average for the past 15 years.
perienced a poor season.
passed the 96,000 mark, surpassing the
In contrast, commercial fishermen ex-
During a routine survey dive off Palos Verdes Point, Department divers
were visited by two 30 foot California gray whales. Apparently the
whales were only acting as "sidewalk superintendents," for after a quick
look around they continued on their way.
j ~,'
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MARINE RESOURCES OPERATIONS
REPORT ON 1967
PELAGIC FISH PROGRAM
Anchovy Reduction Fishery
The second season of the experimental anchovy reduction fishery ended
April 30th with a total catch of 37,615 tons of a 75,000 ton quota.
A third reduction season was authorized beginning September 15th with the
quota of 75?000 tons subject to increase by approval of the Fish and Game
Commission. At years end 5 p 413 tons had been landed, principally at
Monterey Bay plants. One boat landed 170 tons in the southern area~ but
the balance of the fleet in southern California remained inactive due to
a price dispute. A low world market price for fish meal and oil made
prospects for a large scale fishery during the remainder of the season
dim.
Anchovy'" Research
During 1967 the staff continued collecting basic catch-effort data util-
izing the fishing log book system initiated during 1965. Approximately
1,200 logs were handled during the year, and at years end were being
processed with the aid of computers.
Catch sampling for age, length, and related data was continued. Age read-
ings of samples from the 1966-67 season were completed. Computer analysis
of age data from this sampling was under way at years end.
Collection of anchovy samples for oiL, meal, and protein analysis by the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Food Technology Laboratory was continued
throughout the year.
Collection of anchovy eye...,.lenses from various areas for sub-population
analysis was continued. Lack of funds and time have prevented experi-
ments on this subject.
During 1967, 75,506 anchovies were tagged and released, bringing the
total released since the inception of the. program to 190,986. During the
year, 347 tags were recovered of which 47 demonstrated long range north
and south movements between Monterey Bay and southern California.
Installation of new magnets in various California reduction plants has
substantially increased the percentage of tag recoveries in those plants,
and has enabled project biologists to assign recoveries to specific
fishing boats. The effectiveness of these new magnets has not been
thoroughly tested because of the lack of anchovy landings since they were
installed.
A pilot study on the relative value of otoliths and scales for age deter-
mination was completed and a more comprehensive study initiated. At years
end the detailed study was nearing completion.
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Considerable effort was expanded during the year in researching methods
and gathering equipment for an ecological study of the anchovy in the
Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor. The study should begin early in 1968.
Mackerel,-Sardine Research
Routine sampling of the commercial landings for age and length was main-
tained throughout the year. Approximately 6~500 jack mackerel and 600
Pacific mackerel otoliths were obtained. We continued to monitor the
occurrence of sardines in mackerel catches and 20 age and length samples
were taken. Age determinations were completed on Pacific mackerel and
sardines and is nearly completed for jack mackerel.
In Maya new jack mackerel sampling plan and complete log-interview
system were inaugurated. The sampling plan was designed to select boats
randomly with the probability of selection proportional to the weight of
the catch and with equal opportunity of selection for any fish in the
load. Fifty random tons are selected by using a random number table to
predetermine which landings are to be sampled in each 5,000 ton strata.
The log-interview system was designed to obtain catch and effort data
for both successful and unsuccessful. fishing trips by interviewing the
boats as they unload their catch or as they return to their moorings
after an unsuccessful trip.
Miscellaneous
Analysis of Pacific mackerel catch data continued and a manuscript de-
scribing age composition for 1964-65, 1965-66, and 1966-67 was almost
completed. The age composition of the sardine catch for 1964-65 and
1965~66 is complete and articles describing the fishery are being pre-
pared. Analysis of past jack mackerel data continued as part of a study
describing the fishery and the age composition of the catch from 1947 to
1967. FinallY9 a paper by John Duffy describing the jack mackerel yield
per area was submitted for publication.
Sea ?urv~y Cruises
During the year eight pelagic fish surveys were made in the California
Current system from the Oregon border to Magdalena Bay~ Mexico. Most
effort was concentrated in southern and central California waters. Echo
sounding transects and midwater trawling were the principal survey
methods.
Anchovies dominated all other species both in numbers and biomass. They
were distributed in quantity over all but the region north of San Fran-
cisco. Surveys indicate southern California is a major population center
with a seasonal peak abundance occurring in spring when the adult popu-
lation concentrates for spawning.
In central California the anchovies found during the surveys were very
large adults. Their distribution is seasonal with the largest quantities
occurring in summer and fall and a marked scarcity in winter and spring.
The echo-sounder surveys in conjunction with tagging indicate that these
fish migrate in and out of this area from southern California.
A second anchovy population center was found off central Baja California~
Mexico 8 There is strong evidence these fish are a separate population
from the California fish e The size of this population has not been de-
termined, but it appears to be approximately on par with the California
population"
In spring the behavior of anchovies in southern California is favorable
for makirig a quantitative survey with echo sounding transects. A survey
made in June produced an estimate of 1.8 million schools. If the size
of these schools could be accurately determined~ a reasonable estimate
of total population size could be made.
Other species occurring on surveys include lanternfishes~ deep sea smelts 9jack mackerel~ hake~ sardines, and Pacific mackerel.
Lanternfishes were the second most abundant fishes with a wide distribu~
tion but were nowhere abundant or concentrated. Sardines were detected
and sampled only in Baja California. No large quantities were found nor
was there evidence of a strong incoming year class. Pacific mackerel
were very scarce in all regions surveyedQ
Data ReE.0rts
Data reports of sea surveys from 1950~1965 have been published through
1961 e The remainder have been processed and will be published when funds
become available e
A computer program was written to produce data reports of the new surveys
initiated in 1966. A new data logging system was developed to code data
directly as it is collected e Tbis will eliminate time consuming work
ashore and result in greater accuracy of data reports~
Sea Surve~ Data Anal~s~~
Most of the year was spent in developing computer programs for the ex-
traction and analysis of Pacific sardine, northern anchovy~ Pacific
mackerel D and jack mackerel data from past Sea Survey cruises e
Cruise results from 1950 through 1961 were combined into six geographical
areas~ covering over 1~000 miles of coastline (Point Reyes~ California to
Cabo San Lucas~ Baja California), and two time periods for each year.
Compilation of sardine and anchovy age compositions within this framework
were completed and preliminary compilations for Pacific and jack mackerel
were started o
Our tentative conclusion~ after examlnlug the data and attempting several
approaches to its analysis, is that this information from past Sea Surveys
will not give us any new insight into the population dynamics of the four
species involved e
Although we will continue to look for ways to interpret this past data~
we intend to devote much more of our time to the analysis of data col~
lected on more recent Sea Surveys (1962 to present)e The techniques and
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procedures now used result in a consistent supply of more reliable data
that can be used to continually assess_the populations (particularly the
northern anchovy population) of the California Current system.
CalCOFI Conference
The 30th Annual CalCOFI Conference~ chaired by J. Do Messersmith~ was held
at Lake Arrowhead December 11~ 12~ 13, there were over 80 attendees.
The heart of the conference was a symposium entitled e'The living resources
of the 'California Current System, their fluctuating magnitude~ distribu-
tion~ and susceptibility to use for the benefit of the State of California."
The symposium was a deliberate departure from past procedures and was an
attempt at bringing into focus some of the political and sociological
problems of resource use.
Six Pelagic Fish staff members presented papers 9 two of which will be
published in Volume XIII of CalCOFI Reports.
Publications
Aasen 9 Kenneth D. 1967. Review of the pelagic wet fisheries for the
1963~649 1964-65~ 1965-66 seasons. Calif. Coop. Ocean. Fish. Invest.,
Rept.~ 11~21-22.
1967. Summary of the 1963 and 1964 southern California inshore
bait fishery. Calif. Fish and Game 9 53(1)~28-34.
Ahlstrom 9 E. H.~ J. L. Baxter? J. D. Isaacs 9 and P. M. Roedel. 1967.
Report of the CalCOFI Committee. Calif. Coop. Ocean. Fish. Invest.~
Rept. ~ 11 ~ 5-9.
Allen g George H. 9 and Patrick QVBrien. 1967. Preliminary experiments on
the acclimatization of juvenile king salmon~ Oncorh~nchus tsha~tscha
to saline water mixed with sewage pond effluent. Calif. Fish and
Game p 53(3)~180~184.
Baxter? John L. 1967. Summary of biological information on the northern
anchovy Engraulis mordax Girard. Calif. Coop. Ocean. Fish. Invest.?
Rept. 9 11~110~116.
Baxter 9 John L. (Editor). 1967. Symposium on anchovies? genus Engraulis.
Calif. Coop. Ocean. Fish. Invest. p Rept. p 11~27-139.
Hanson p Jack A. 9 and Russell H. Wickwire. 1967. Fecundity and age at
maturity of lake trout p Salvelinus namaycush (Walbaum)? in Lake
Tahoe. Calif. Fish and Game, 53(3) g154-164.
Heimann 9 Richard F. G.~ (Comp.). 1967. California Dept. of Fish and Game
Sea Survey cruises 1961. Calif. Coop. Ocean. Fish. Invest. ~ Data
Report? (11)gl-56.
Kimura, Makoto p and C. E. Blunt 9 Jr. 1967. Age 9 length composition~ and
catch localities of sardine landings on the Pacific coast of the
United States and Mexico in 1962-63. Calif. Fish and Game~ 53(2)g
105-124.
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Lea~ Robert N. 1967. Observations on the food habits of adult black
crappie in a California lake. Ichthyol. The Aquarium Jour.~ 39(2)~
93~94.
Messersmith g J. D. 1967. Tagged anchovies move from southern California
to Monterey Bay. Calif. Fish and Game g 53(3)~209.
Roedel p Philip M.~ John L. Baxter g and J. Do Messersmith. 1967. Report
on the anchovy fishery. Calif. Dept. of Fish and Game. MRO Ref.
(67-21)~1-10p 17 figs.
Wood p Richard~ and Robson A. Collins. 1967. A portable receiver for
holding live fish. Calif. Fish and Game~ 53(4)~286-288.
TUNA PROGRAM
Staff vacancies~ various unscheduled assignments~ and personnel changes
again this year impeded the collecting~ processing p and analysis of tuna
data. Robert Koski p who was working in the bluefin tuna project~ termin-
ated his employment. Al Smith was hired by the University of Hawaii p and
our tuna population studies halted. All funds for summer help (28 months
Seasonal Aid time) were cut from our budget and we had to discontinue most
field work. All was not lost~ however p for Jack Ames joined the albacore
staff in June~~just in time to rescue part of the field sampling project
which was going under for the third time.
Despite the problems some things were accomplished in several research
categories~
LifeHistor~
Age and growthg We calculated the age and size composition and year-
class strength of recent albacore and bluefin tunamigrations p and then de-
veloped an excellent age~length key for albacore. With it we were able to
analyze the historical migrations in considerable detail--a first for any
tuna species. During the past 16 years (195i-I966)p the California migra-
tion consisted of 0- to. V-'year-old albacore--total annual production ranged
from 1.1 to 3.7 million fish. Measures of the production from each year~
class revealed that the small 1959 year-class contributed 1.1 million fish p
while the superabundant 1961 year-class contributed 4.6 million.
Sport and commercial fisheries for albacore depend heavily on two
size groups~ age II and III. One small year~class moving through the
fishery may cause a smaller harvest during the fishing seasons when these
fish are 2 and 3 year old g but two small year-classes in succession would
be disastrous. Such failures can be predicted p but additional manpower
will be required if we are to assemble and analyze the data necessary for
predicting.
Migrationg In cooperation with the Ocean Research Institute p 50
marlin and 66 albacore were marked and released during 2 cruises in the
fishing grounds off California and Baja California. Inclement weather
and lack of a fishery prevented bluefin tuna tagging.
Several small (under 10 pound) albacore were tagged 1~000 miles off-
shore during the 1966 pre-season cruise. Four of these were recovered
this year; one off southern California and three in the Oregon fishery.
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This is the first time that our tagged albacore have been recovered off
Oregano
Po,pul~tion D:ynamics
Monthly catch and effort dat.a by onec..,degree squares was eompiled
from fishermenlJs logbook and "pink ticket" data by computer o Similar in--
formation from the California partyboat fleet also was processede We are
trying to keep up with current work and to tackle the large backlog of un~
processed data as time permi ts 4t
Evidence at hand indicates that the albacore migrations have not de-
clined in size g and that the various year-classes have remained strong.
Our measures of the migration during the 1967 season, however~ were not
very reliable because field work had to be curtailed.
Ecology, a?d Ocean0B:~aphy
During the period May 25-June 21, 1967, we conducted a combined
oceanographic and biological cruise aboard the NQB~ SCOFIELDo The cruise
was designed as a pre~season albacore survey that ranged l~OOO miles off-
shore between the latitudes of Guadalupe Island, Baja California and San
Franclscos Although several fish were caught, the annual albacore migra.-
tion was late again this year, and did not reach the survey area before
the cruise ended. However, a detailed picture of the "transition areau
between North Pacific water and the California Current was obtained from
temperature and salinity measurements.
Tuna Conference
The 18th Pacific Tuna Conference was held at the University of California
Residential Conference Center, Lake Arrowhead, during November 6...8. The
Department sponsored the internationally attended conference this year,
and chairman Bill Craig, did an outstanding job in planning and leading
the meeting. One of the highlights of the conference was a panel discus~
sion on the effects of the yellowfin tuna management program.
The staff prepared several papers for the conference. Jim Phelan presented
"The 1967 California Albacore Fishery", John Geibel presented "The 1967
California Bluefin Tuna Fisheryu, and Harold Clemens presented UAge Compo.....
sition of the Albacore Migrations" and prepared a p~ogress report on our
tuna research program.
Information
Co~siderable information about albacore, bluefin tuna, and bonito
was compiled for the United States~Mexico Fishing Treaty Negotiations held
in Mexico City during September 11.,..,19$' 1967.
Nearly l~OOO albacore newsletters were prepared and distributed~ nu~
merous pre~cruise plans, cruise reports, administrative reports~ and
monthly reports were prepared,r and information was provided for magazine
and newspaper stories. In addition, educational talks were given to var~
ious sportfishing organizations.
Recruiting interviews were conducted at Long Beach State College to
inform and encourage qualified students to gain civil service status and
join our marine research program.
Miscellaneous Activities
Early this year considerable time was spent meeting with personnel
from the Department of General Services concerning deficiencies in our
laboratory facilities and plans to alleviate them o Deficiencies remain~
Several weeks were used in developing methods of measuring MRO re~
search -production and then preparing reports on production~ in preparing
multi"""year program statements and program memoranda~ in preparing research
projects for Federal funding; and in planning for a new research vessel.
Publications and_ManuscriEts
Craig~ William L e Status of the 1967 California albacore fishery. Annual
report Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission e (in press)
Koski,. Robert T. Age and growth determinations of bluefin tuna in the
north Pacific Ocean e (Thesis for Master of Arts degree~ California
State College at Long Beach.)
Clemens, Harold B.~ and William L. Craig s 1967e Ocean temperature and
albacore behavior e 111 8 Congreso Nacional de Oceanografia~ Campeche~
Campe~ delIS al 18 de Marzo de 1967, Oficina Centralg Universidad
del Sudeste.
SPORTFISH PROGRAM
Partyboat Fishery
Based upon 1966 partyboat logs (compiled 1967)" 857,000 anglers fishing
from 407 boats landed 5~408~420 fish-record catch and effort totals.
Kelp and sand bass catches were also a record with approximately 1.3
million fish landed e
Preliminary 1967 totals indicate a catch of 4 e O million fish caught with
702 thousand angler days of fishing effort. More than 41,000 partyboat
logs were received during the season (approximately 3~500 logs a month),
each representing one partyboat trip.
Tagging-Recover~es
Fifty tagged bass were recovered in 1967~ Growth and migration data were
obtained from all but a few of these recoveries~ The first recovery of a
spotted sand bass~ indicated this species may be faster growing than the
other two members of the genera in California. A total of 445 bass were
tagged~ including 427 sand, 17 spotted sand~ and 1 kelp bass.
Publications
Wood, Williame 1967. Partyboat logs show how skindivers fared during
1963 and 1964. Calife Fish and Game~ 53(3)g192~196.
Environmental and Behavioral Studies of Coastal Sport Fishes (DJ~F22R)
Despite boat breakdown during much of the year~ 1967 was a busy time for
project personnel~
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We fulfilled two reimbursable. contracts by conducting a Survey of Avalon
Harbor for the Department.of Harbors and Watercraft and surveying a marine
environment subsequent to installation of a submarine outfall (offshore
from Canyon de las Encinas) for the San Diego Reginnal Water Quality Con~
trol Board o
Subtidal plants and animals were collected for display in the Fresno
Central Museum.
Observations were made~ photog.raphs taken~ and specimens collected of
several unusual species~ the lleteropod. CarinaPia japonica~ the pteropod
CorolZa spectabiZis~ the hydroid Lytocarpus nuttingi~ and the rainbow
scorpion fish Scorpaenoides xyris.
Survey dives were conducted around the Oceanside artificial reef~ Rich~
fieldQs rincon oil island and the Ocean Beach Fishing piere
Proj ect divers ~ working as underwater landscaping specialists Sl "pla'ntedU
46 artificial algae plants offshore (100 to 150 feet) from the Redondo
Canyon man~made fishing reef. Almost at once~ olive rockfish (Sebastodes
serranoidesJ left the reef to investigate the new "shubbery." Apparently
they found the 6~ and 12-foot ~vhite polypropylene strips to their liking,
for nearly 200 fishes of six species were recorded when we visited this
man~made coppice five days after submerging it. Many of the fishes we re-
corded were former tenants of the nearby rock reef; the ualgae" area per-
mitted a population expansion e
Survey dives in this area are being continued to determine the long....,term
effectiveness of this "algae" and its ability to remain floating as inez>
vertebrate organisms attach to it.
During 1967 we established a permanent transect-line off Palos Verdes
Point in 40- to 45=foot depths as a contribution to a cooperative near~
shore environmental survey. Tllis transect will be surveyed and photo-
graphed quarterly to ascertain fluctuations in the biota. Data gathered
will be compared with other transects along the coast~ established by co~
operating agencies.
During routine survey dives at the Redondo Canyon reef in September~
project divers observed several schools of small (HfirecrackerH size)
Pacific sardines~ Sardinops caeruZeus~ and several schools of slightly
larger Pacific sardines and jack mackerel~ Trachurus syrnmetricus. Although
we frequently see jack mackerel, these were our first sightings of Pacific
sardines since 1962. During October we observed about 50~ 10~inch Pacific
mackerel (Scomber d'iegoJ schooled with s'ome 300 to 400 ~ Be=> to 10~inch jack
mackerel off Palos Verdes Point. These were the first Pacific mackerel we
have observed underwater since 1960 0
Project personnel presented research information at a variety of scienti~
fic and public meetings including skin diving clubs~ Boy Scout groups~
universities 9 state and local agencies~ and the South Pacific Regional
Planning Meeting for U.S. Marine Activities in the International Biologi~
cal Program.
Publications
Turner~ Charles H.~ Alec Re Strachan~ and Charles T. Mitchell. 1967.
Survey of a marine environment subsequent to installation of a sub~
marine outfall. A report to the San Diego Regional Water Quality
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Control Board (number 9) from the Resources Agency of California De~
partment of Fish and Game p Marine Resources Operations. Mimeo. MRO
referznce No. 67-24~1-65 incl. tables, figs. p appendices. October
1967.
Turner~ Charles H. 1967. California Department of Fish and Gamels study
of offshore oil drilling and its effect on the marine environment.
MRO reference No. 67-29. November 20~ 19670 7 p.
Strachan, Alec Ro~ Charles H. Turner~ and Charles 1. MitchelL 1968 0 Two
fishes and a mollusk~ new to Californiavs marine fauna~ with comments
regarding other recent anomalous occurrences. Calif. Fish and Game,
54(1)~49-57o
Barracuda and White Seabass Management Study CD] F16R)
A final report on white seabass which summarizes the findings of our studies
of this important sport and commercial species t was revised and submitted
to the editorial board for publication as a Fish Bulletin.
Southern California SE.,ortfish Survey (DJ F20R)
This Federal Aid project was terminated June 30~ 1967 after successfully
concluding a survey of sportfishing activities (other than from party-
boats) in southern California marine waters. The five year study (initi-
ated July 1~ 1962) began with pilot tests of survey techniques that incor-
porated probability sampling. The field or data gathering phase of the
investigation consisted of 3 one year surveys~ piers and jetties 1963;
private boats 1964, and the shoreline in 1965-66.
The results of the pier and jetty sportfishing survey were published in
the April issue of California Fish and Game.
The final report, submitted June 30~ 1967~ presented the results of the
private boat and the shoreline creel census. This analysis included the
construction of a concise, synoptic picture of all sportfishing activities
in southern California marine waters. It was estimated that in an average
year in southern California over 12.3 million man hours of fishing are
expended in taki.ng 7.3 million fish o In order~ the five most important
species or species groups were Pacific bonito~ kelp and sand bass~ rock-
fish, California barracuda, and white croaker o
The final report was submitted fer publication as a Fish Bulletin in the
fall of 1967.
Publi.ca tions
Pinkas~ Leo~ James C. Thomas 9 and Jack A. Hanson. 1967. Marine sport-
fishing survey of southern California piers and jetties~ 1963.
Calif. Fish and Game p 53(2) ~88-104.
Food Habits StudX (Bartlett M67R)
The Food Habits Study experienced a 100 percent turnover in personnel
during 1967 and still had one vacant marine biologist position at the end
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of the year. Despite disruptions caus.ed by this turnover~ measurable pro-
gress was achieved toward stated goals and objectives.
About mid-'year our physical space was doubled -- from 150 to 300 square
feet -~ thus dramatically relieving the congested one room office-labora-
tory setup. We now have desk space for the 3 authorized positions~ plus
a small work counter and sink.
Review~ evaluation 9 and compilation of existing knowledge of the food
habits of 168 species of marine fish off California was completed. Most
of the food information is in the form of generalized statements stemming
from opportunistic observations. Less. than 25 species have been studied
in sufficient detail to make qualitative and quantitative statements re-
garding feeding behavior~ and relatively few of these studies are avail-
able in published form.
A reference collection of animals in the California Current System was
started, included are representative invertebrates and various hard parts
of fish.
Stomachs of over 50 different species of fish were examined and their con-
tents recorded.
As part of our reference material~.otolith length-fish length and beak
length~squid length measurements were made and representative curves fixed
to the data to serve as aids in interpreting stomach contents.
SEecial Pr~ects Southern California
The analysis of data from the Santa Monica Bay Trawl Study was completed
and the results readied for publication.
An aerial census of sea otters on the central California coast in October
revealed a count of 562 otters. No change in population size was indi-
cated.
The count of 3~750 elephant seals on San Miguel Island in April showed
almost 700 more animals than had been counted a year earlier.
BOTTOMFISH PROGRAM
Bottomfish landings at 13 ports between Crescent City and Port Hueneme
were closely monitored in 1967. The landings of Dover g English and petrale
soles were sampled to determine age and size compositions p and at three
ports sampling to determine the species composition of bottomfish processed
for animal food was carried out.
A new logbook was designed to provide improved information on catch and
catch-per-unit-of-effort of the multi-species trawl fishery.
Taxonomic studies on rockfish were continued in 1967. An improved key to
the rockfishes was completed and distributed to field workers. Rockfish
research progress was reviewed and a manuscript was completed for publi-
cation in the MRO Reference Series.
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English sole tagging studies between 1936 and 1963 were analyzed and a
manuscript was completed during 1967 0 Additional tagging of 1,612 English
sole was accomplished aboard the M@Vo NAUTILUS off central Californiae
Coordination of bottomfish research and management was continued through
the activities of the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission and those of the
Technical Sub~Committee of the International Trawl Fishery Committee 0 In
1967, the California member of the Technical Sub~Committee, Tom Jow, acted
as chairman of the group~
Publications
Jow, Tom~ Results of English sole tagging off California0 Pac 0 Mars
Fis·h e Commf) Bull ® 7 It (i'n press)
Phillips~ J0 B~ 19670 A longfin sanddab, Cith~ric~thys xant~ostigma, and
a skilfish, §ri!eEis zo~ifer, taken in Monterey Bayo Calif 0 Fish and
Game, 53(4):297~298~
Review of Rockfish Program® Mar~ Res~ Opera Ref o Series, 72 p~
(in press)
A review of sablefish tagging experiments in California G Pac~
Mar 0 Fish e Comm@ BullG) 7 0 (in press)
Smith, J~ Gary~ and Richard J~ Nitsos o Age and growth studies of English
sole, Paroph_r)!s vetulus Girard~ in Monterey Bay, California~ Pac@
Mar@ Fish e Comm Q Bull~ 7@ (in press)
Smith, Jo Gary, and Daniel We Gotshall~ 19670 Northerly occurrences of
kelp bass~ Para~abra~ clathratus (Girard), since 19590 Calif@ Fish
and Game, .53(1)~630
Smith, J 0 GarYe 19670 North coast fisheries and the bayo A Symposium on
Humboldt Bayo Univ e of California Press e 55-60 0
SHELLFISH PROGRAM
Abalone
A stat10n was established in the Pt o Estero region 0 To study abalone
ecologYG Such diverse studies as abalone growth and movement~ feasibility
of using artificial habitat for juvenile abalone and for studies on kelp
growth, and behavior of abalone predators and competitors were beguile
Bull kelp, Nercocystis Zuetkeana~ growth studies revealed that this seaweed
averaged close to six inches daily growth with plants reaching the surface
from a mean depth of 44 feet in about 90 dayso
An underwater survey of the red abalone beds of the Cambria~Pt0 Estero
area revealed that the abalone are in good abundance, are growing well~
and that there is a strong reserve of young healthy stock for future years~
Fifteen percent of the abalone found on the beds were of commercial size
(7 3/4 inches or greater) while nearly 35 percent of the population ranged
from 7 inches to 7 3/4 inches e
Considerable effort was expended on the sea otter ~ abalone resource con~
flict o Two habitat surveys were accomplished and several weeks were
14 --
involved in data preparation and in attendance at meetings.
Crab
A post=·"season survey and a summer trawling cruise were conducted in the
San Francisco area. The post~seasan survey showed that the commercial
fishery left a good portion of the legal population e The trawl cruise
indicated the 1967 year class was relatively weak.
Pre=season surveys were conducted in both the San Francisco and Eureka
areas. The San Francisco prediction was for improved fishing during the
1967=68 season with landings expected to approach two million pounds. The
Eureka prediction was for a record catch which could go as high as 17
million pounds.
A pre~season and post-season su:rvey of the ocean shrimp population off
northern California and southern Oregon yielded population estimates of
9.5 million pounds in the spring and 10.6 million pounds in the fall. The
1967 year class appears to be the weakest in recent years.
Shipments totaling 9S)370 standard cases of Pacific seed oysters from
Japan~ 3~350 bushels of one and two year old Pacific oysters from Washington
State and 2~028 adult Eastern oysters were inspected for pests. Inspections
took place in Japan~ Connecticut and at Eureka.
Publications
Ebert~ E. E~ 1968. A. food habits study of the southern sea otter~
E~hydra lutris nereis. Calife Fish and Game~ 54(1):
1967~ Survey of shel1f~sh allotment no o 74 Pigeon Point~
California~ MRO Ref. Series No. 67~6~ February 20~ 1967.
1967. Foraging activity of sea otters in the San Simeon.-Cambria
region. MRO Ref. Series No. 67-31~ November 1967.
Commercial abalone fisheries of the Pacific Coast of North
America e Submitted to the Marine Biological Association of India e
GotshallS) Daniel We 1967. Marine Resources of Humboldt Bay. A symposium
on Humboldt Bay~ Univ lil of Calif. Presss> pe 23-36.
~~~. 1967. The use of predator food habits in estimating relative
abundance of the ocean shrimp, P~ndalus Jordani, Rathbun. FAO World
Scientific Conference on the Biology and Culture of Shrimps and
Prawns 9 Mexico. (in press)
Gotshall~ Daniel W., and John E. Fitch e The louvar, Luvarus imper~alis,
in the eastern Pacific, with notes on its life history~ Copeia~
(in press)
Dahlstrom5) We Ae 19678 Synopsis of biological data on the ocean shrimp~
Pandalu~ jordani, Rathbun. F.A.O. World Scientific Conference on
the Biology and Culture of Shrimps and Prawns~ Mexico~ (in press)
SHELLFISH AND BOTTOMFISH DATA &~ALYSIS
Data from 50 shellfish cruises have been edited~ coded~ and transcribed
for the information storage and retrieval system e Forty cruises have
been established in the computer data bank and are available for re.-
trieval o Computer programs were written to retrieve Shrimp cruise data$)
and compute age composition for each tow of a cruisee
A manual of instructions detailing the data recording requirements of the
retrieval system was writtencfor the personnel conducting shellfish and
bottomfish cruises e
Procedures for computing population. parameters of the market crab were in-
vestigated~ resulting in the design of a tentative plan for analysis a
PESTICIDE MONITORING PROGRAM
Pesticide levels in shellfish in eleven California bays and estuaries were
determined monthly in 1967e The Menlo Park laboratory has been equipped
with special instruments necessary for this analysisG During 1967 anal.-
ysis of duplicate samples at Menlo Park and. Gulf Breeze 9 Florida demon-
strated the validity of our system.
Pesticide monitoring w~s extended into southern California in Octobere
Mugu and Hedionda Lagoons and Anaheim Slough were selected as monitoring
stations in southern California€> Mugu and Hedionda Lagoons receive run-
off from agricultural regions; Anaheim Slough receives runoff from the
urban and industrial complex iIl the Los Angeles basinf>
OYSTER DISEASE AND MORTALITY STUDY
During 1967 routine monitoring and sampling of oysters was carried out
at stations in Humboldt Bay?) Tomales Bay, Dr~es Estero~ Elkhorn Slough
and Morro Bay& Preliminary mortality patterns were established for Pacific
oysters in the study areas* Substantial losses were noted at Tomales and
Humboldt Bays~ and potential pathogenic organisms were observed in oysters
from these areas~ More extensive studies will be carried out infue coming
year~
A haplosporidian (Minchinia costaZis) was observed in eastern oysters
transplanted to Tomales Bay from New Haven, Connecticut, this organism has
caused serious oyster mortalities on the east coast in past yearse It is
not known if this organism is capable of infesting Pacific oysters~
A phytoplankton investigation was begun in May at Humboldt Bay to investi.-
gate possible correlations of plankton composition and abundance with
mortalities of oysters e
SAN FRANCISCO-DRAINAGE OCEANOGRAPHY (S\!)W~QeC@)Be> Contract)
During the first half of 1967 we compiled available data on marine organ~
isms from Pt 0 Arena to Pt Q Lobos with emphasis on the area from Bodega
Bay to Santa Cruz@) These data include commercial and sport catch analyses
OC> 16 '"'""
for the period from 1962 to 1966 0 Recreational and academic use data of
coastal sites within our study area were also compiled 0
Four cruises aboard the NAUTILUS were undertaken during 1967. The first
was a reconnaissance cruise for the purpose of tracing bottom profiles in
the areas scheduled for more extensive sampling 0 The remaining three
cruises were conducted primarily to sample the benthos at four locations
being considered as pot.ential outfall si tes. Samples were also taken for
sediment$) pesticide, sulfide, and nitrate analysis. Temperature and light
attenuation profiles were also made e
SPECIAL PROJECTS PROGRAM
San Francisco Bay Stud~
The MRO San Francisco Bay Study was ended and the final report for the
four years of study was distributed. This investigation disclosed marine
life in the bay was plentiful with 70 species of fish taken. Numerous
invertebrates were found on all suitable substrates.
BIOSTATISTICS
Preliminary estimates of total landings and shipments of commercial fish
totaled 589 million pounds worth 77 million dollars. This compares to
final 1966 totals of 592 million pounds worth 87 million dollars. The de-
creases are due largely to decreased landings during the last quarter of
the year when price disputes in the pelagic fish and tuna industries dis-
rupted operations, and to the lower price paid for tuna.
A system to facilitate producin,g up... to-date catch summaries through the
use of magnetic tapes and a com.p.uter was inaugurated in 1967. Magnetic
tapes containing details of the commercial fish catch are being prepared
on a monthly basis to provide input for a computer, thus allowing detailed
summaries to be prepared almost instantaneously. At present the system
can generate species, origin block 9 and port reports by month; we plan to
expand these capabilities during the next year.
Studies of the population dynamics of ocean shrimp and Pacific mackerel
were carried out by the Analysis Section during the year. The results of
this work will be of great help in determining sound management programs
for these species~
Biostatistics was called upon to produce two sets of detailed catch sum~
maries having special internati.onal significance~ The special summaries
of catches within 12 miles of shore were prepared for the negotiations
with the Mexican government concerning its newly established exclusive
fishery zone, and for discussions with scientists from the Soviet Union
concerning west coast fisheries resources.
Fishing boat registrations and commercial fishing licenses totaled over
4,600 and 9,500~ respectively, for the first 10 months of the 1967-1968
license year. These totals are about 2-5 percent higher than those for
the complete previous year Q Over 850 boats new to the California fish~
ing fleet were registered in 1967-1968.
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Publications
Heimann, Richard Fo Ge~ and Herbert We Frey0 1968 0 The California marine
fish catch for 1966. Caliie Dept e Fish and Game Fish Bull~~ (138)6
1-48 (in press)e
1967. Statistical report of fresh, canned, cured and manufactured
fishery products for 1966~ Calif. Dept. of Fish and Game e (41)~1~148
Roedel~ Philip Me, and Herbert_We Frey. 1968 e California-based fisheries
off the west coast of Mexico for temperate tunas, market fish, and
sport fish e Calif e Dept e Fish and Game Fish Bull. (138)~49-76 (in
press)~
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1. BOTTOMFISH
Au Fishery
Flatfish~ Trawler3 off northern California sought petrale sole in
deep water at depths of 180-220 fathoms and English sale at depths
between 20 and 60 fathoms. Moderate catches of both species were
landed in January. In contrast~ the Dover sole catch was light.
Market limits p still in effect for northern California trawlers p
keep the landings moderate.
Roundfishg Rockfish landings were light at Fort Bragg and Eureka.
Moderate catches of chilipepper and bocaccio were landed at Mon·-
terey~ Morro Bayp and Santa Barbara.
In the Monterey area p an inshore gillnet fishery for blue rockfish
has developed. Partyboat operators and sportsmen are expressing
concern over competition for rockfish. About ten small Monterey jig
boats and lampara boats are using gill nets of about 3 3/4 inch mesh
set on the bottom at 10 to 15 fathoms around the rocky shoreline
from Pt. Pinos~ Pacific Grove to Pt. Cypress p near Carmel. This
mesh size selects the larger fish. Although~the catch is principally
blue rockfish p a few olive and yellowtail rockfish are taken. One
lampara boat with a 6-inch mesh gill net fished in 20 to 30 fathom
depths for larger rockfish and lingcod south to Pt. Sur, and at reefs
off Santa Cruz. A fair catch is about 500 pounds per day.
B. Research
Fl~tfishg Dover~ English p and petrale sole catches were sampled for
age and size composition at major ports.
December trawl landing receipts and corresponding logbook records
were processed.
Since January 6 p theM.V. NAUTILUS has been engaged in tagging English
sole captured from spawning areas. Over 1~300 sole from Monterey
Bay and IpOOO fish from off San Francisco have been tagged with
plastic spaghetti tags.
In Januaryp one petrale sole and four English sole tagged off Wash~
ington were recovered off northern California. A counter movement
was demonstrated by a petrale tagged in 1964 off Fort Bragg and re~
captured in Puget Sound p Washington.
Compilations and summaries of completed tagging experiments were
prepared for inclusion in the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission
Bottomfish Data Series.
Roundfishg A series of ten blue rockfish p Sebastodes mystinus;> was
preserved and shipped to Jay C. Quast p U.S.F.W.S. p Auke Bay~ Alaska
for comparison with S. ciliatus;. a questionable form found in the
Gulf of Alaska.
2. SHELLFISH
A. Fishery
Ab<3._lone~ The season closed on January 14 e Good to excellent diving
conditions prevailed throughout the fishery and resulted in excel=
lent landings. At Morro Bay daily red abalone landings ranged from
4 to 35 dozen averaging about 12. Fishermen at Morro Bay generally
had the option of receiving $14 per dozen for red abalone or being
paid on the basis of processed meat yield. One fisherman landed 35
dozen very large red abalone near Pt. Buchon and received almost $22
per dozen.
Crab~ The San Francisco crab landings for the season continue
cline with approximately 20 vessels making periodic landings.
mid month p approximately 775 p OOO pounds had been landed in the
Franciaco area. Price is still 22 cents per pound.
to de-
As of
San
Despite market limits and occasional storms~ northern California crab
fishermen are having a very good season. Reported landings from
Fort Bragg to Crescent City totalled 3.3 million pounds for December~
compared with 2.6 million for December 1966. Total reported seasonqs
landings to date are 4.8 million pounds p and if the present rate of
fishing continues p landings will reach six million pounds by January
31. Price holds at 18 cents per pound.
Best fishing this month has been in areas south of the Eel River.
Greatest success overall has been in successively shallower water as
the month progressed. Best catches are now in depths of 10 fathoms
or less.
It appears that Fort Bragg fishermen will get a good share of the
crab harvest this year. Fort Bragg landings will probably reach
600 p OOO pounds by the end of January.
ShrimE~ The ocean shrimp season is closed. We have recommended
opening the season May 1 instead of June 1 p and increasing the quota
from 1.25 to 1.5 million pounds in Area A for the 1968 season.
The one~boatp two~man winter fishery for large spot prawn which com-
menced in mid-December continued with daily catches of 50 to 175
pounds from about 27 baited traps set 150 to 170 fathoms deep off
Pt. Cypress p near Carmel.
~sters~ A shipment of 2 p lOO strings of Pacific oyster seed from
Dabob Bay~ Washington was inspected for pests at Drakes Estero.
This shipment was equivalent to 350 standard cases. No pests were
found.
California oystermen plan to order 9 p 200 standard cases of Pacific
oyster seed from Japan this season.
B. Research
Abalone~ Department divers participated in a cooperative operation
with Oregon Fish Commission biologists to obtain 268 red abalone
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from off Fort Bragg for transplanting to a protected cove north of
Newport 1) Oregon~ The abalone~ ranging in size from 3 to 9 inches$)
were obtained from reefs 20 to 45 feet deep in an area not usually
accessible to skin divers~ Only 15 of the abalone failed to survive
the operation~ and at mid~month 200 of the abalone had been tagged
and placed in their new home 0 The remaining abalone are being held
as spawners at the Oregon Fish Commission laboratory at Newport to
provide young abalone for future plants~
Survey dives were made in the Pt@ Estero study plots~ The caged
abalone were fed bull kelpo An additional cage was placed in the
study area to uhouse" juvenile red sea urchins and gain additional
knowledge about their growths
Crab~ Nine tagged crabs released in August 1966 were recovered by
commercial fishermen~ Four of these were females~ the first tagged
females to be taken this season~ Two of the males exhibited no
growth while the other three grew an average of 24(j)7 mm@; One of the
females had grown 16 mm and all had carried or were carrying eggs
during the current spawning season@
Ninety sub~legal males were placed in Drakes Estero for a tag loss
and mortality studYe After 20 days~ mortality for the tagged crabs
was 11~8 percent compared to 4 0 5 percent for the untagged m
The catch per~unit~of~effort of forty~nine commercial fishermen in-
terviewed in Eureka averaged l3~7 pounds per trap for overnight sets e
The condition of crabs remains poor in Eureka~ Four lOO-crab
samples were examined in Eureka~ and an average of 52~3 percent had
soft she1ls m The average weight was 1@68 pounds and the average
shoulder width was 168~5 mm~
In contrast, of 100 crabs examined at Fort Bragg, only four percent
were soft@ Average weight here was 1 0 70 pound8~ and mean shoulder
width was 167 0 8 mm~
Two trawls were accomplished at regular stations in Humboldt Bay~
resulting in the capture of 44 market crabs ~~ 42 of which were of
the 1967 year class e
We are now getting voluntary logs from 25 commercial fishermen at
Eureka, and three at Fort Bragg o
Seven tagged crabs were recovered at Eureka~ Catch data were com~
plete for all but one@
Shri1?.£.~ Weekly samples of the spot prawn landed at Monterey are
being processed at Menlo Park. Sex, length and individual weight
data are obtained 0
At Eureka, the student research observer is continuing his analysis
of samples of Bay shrimp0 His results indicate a difference in
species composition at different areas in the Bay~ as well as pos~
sible species composition changes with time e
Some time was spent compiling ocean shrimp statistics for data
analysis~ Terminal Island@
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Oysters~ Fifteen scallops from Drakes Estero were transferred to
Humboldt Bay and were suspended from a Eureka Oysters Farms rack o
These scallops originally came from Kesennuma~ Japan during March
1967. Observations will be made to see if this species will grow
and survive in Humboldt Bay.
Assistance was given to personnel from Sunset Magazine in regard to
the collection and identification of various species of oysters.
Sunset will run an article on oysters in the March or April issue.
3. SHELLFISH & BOTTOMFISH DATA ANALYSIS (Bartlett Project M68D)
Information Storage and Retrieval System-Data Bank
Data from six shellfish cruises were established in the INFOL sys-
tem~
1. 61-A-l Shrimp
2. 60-S-5 Shrimp
3. 60-S-2 Shrimp
4. 59-S-5 Shrimp
5. 62-S-8 Crab
6. 57-N-4 Crab
The last shellfish cruise, 59-S-2 Crab and Shrimp, was transcribed
and sent to Biostatistics for keypunching.
Data from approximately 10 cruises are being processed on the com-
puter.
The crab market~sampling data has been transcribed. The program to
establish the market~sampling data in the retrieval system has been
written and punched but not yet tested. One day was spent explain-
ing keypunching requirements to the Biostatisticis data processing
staff •
An establishment program for the "box sampling" data was written.
The program and test data will be sent to Biostatistics for key-
punching.
A one day course in operating and programing the Olivetti Programma
101 was given to the laboratory staff.
The details of our INFOL system for shellfish cruises were docu-
mented for J. Gulland of the Fishery Resources and Exploitation
Division, F.A.O.
QEerati~ns Resear~
The problem of computing the probability of finding diseased oysters
in a sample, given various infection rates, was studied. We con-
cluded that tables of the hypergeometric distribution can be consulted
for small sample sizes while the cumulative binomial approximates
the probability for large sample sizes.
Work was started on computing petrale sole mortality rates and yields
from tagging studies and catch statistics.
The Second Annual Symposium on Computers and Statistics was attended
in Los Angeles.
4. PESTICIDE MONITORING (B~C~F~ Contract)
Plans to reduce monitoring intensity in northern California estuaries
have been approved by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries~ We feel
that two years of monitoring are sufficient to characterize pollution
levels in these areas o Additional sampling is planned in the
Sacramento River Delta and in the commercial fishing grounds off
San Francisco to determine pesticide levels in commercially impor~
tant fish and shellfish e
Samples of ocean mud taken at 200 and 300 fathoms off Ano Nuevo,
Pillar Point, and Bodega Bay did not contain measurable pesticide
levels 0 However samples from Bodega Bay and Ailo Nuevo containing
over 60 percent invertebrate animal tissue contained 27 and 12 ppb
DDE respectively 0
5. SHELLFISH LABORATORY OPERATIONS (Bartlett Project M64R3)
The future site of the Marine Culture Laboratory at Hopkins Marine
Station was surveyed for water intake location and building arrange-
ment~ Several features of the old cannery make it very useful for
a laboratory site. These include a good concrete foundation, sea-
soned concrete tanks, a concrete pumphouse, close proximity to the
water, large drains, and close proximity to Hopkins Marine Station
of Stanford UniversityG
A meeting to further discuss the future of the laboratory has been
arranged in early Februarye Preliminary laboratory plans have been
drawn up for presentation at this meeting0
Research~
Crabs which had been fed oysters from Elkhorn Slough, Morro Bay,
Drakes Bay and Humboldt Bay were analyzed for pesticide content 0
There was a significant increase in the pesticide residues in crabs
that were fed oysters from Elkhorn Slough and Morro Bay, however no
significant mortalities occurred$
6 e OYSTER DISEASE AND MORTALITY STUDY (BGC@Fo Contract)
Sampling trips were made to all study areas during JanuarYe Losses
among the experimental populations of Pacific oysters were negli-
gible at all stations.
The routine collection and examination of tissue, water, and plank-
ton samples continues'0 During January a shipment of Kumamoto
oysters from Grays Harbor, Washington was examined for the presence
of parasites as potential pathogens; none were found@
7. PORT SAMPLING (Bartlett Project 66-D)
Crab fishing effort continued high at Crescent City and Port Orford
with the boats losing only about five days due to bad weather 0
Vessels working out of Brookings have been hampered by poor bar
24 ~
conditions about half the month e Market limits imposed at all three
ports for most of the month have cut production by fishermen to
about two~thirds of what it could be"
A total of 75 fishermen were interviewed for catch~per=unit~of~effort
at the three ports. Crescent City fishermen had the highest catches
for overnight fishing with an average of 20.6 pounds per trapo
Brookings and Port Orford fishermen averaged almost ten pounds per
trap for overnight fishing e
Crab condition samples were taken to determine average shoulder
width~ average weight~ percent with soft shells~ percent with mating
marks and percent of sublegals in the landings e The average weights
per crab for Crescent City~ Brookings 9 and Port Orford were 1&88~
le91, l e70 respectively. The average percentage of soft crabs ranged
from 34 percent at Port Orford to 5~2 percent at Crescent City.
Average shoulder widths were 172.2~ 173~5 and 170,,1 at Crescent CitY9
Brookings 9 and Port Orford respectively.
Eighteen sport fishermen fishing from skiffs in Crescent City Harbor
averaged le6 crabs per angler hour. One dock fisherman took no
crabs in three hours of fishing.
The third sampling cruise, which began in late November, was com-
pleted January 5. The long delay in completing the sampling was
chiefly due to inclement weather.
In al1 9 16 stations were sampled~ Samples were taken for benthos,
sediment~ pesticide~ sulfide, nitrate and organic carbon analysis~
Temperature and light attenuation profiles were taken at 9 stations.
The identification of benthos collected during the first cruise is
nearly completed. Considerable time has been spent gathering the
necessary reference material and gaining experience in identifying
the various invertebrate groupse Consequently analysis of samples
from this cruise has taken considerable longer than normal to com-
plete e
Preliminary sorting and counting of organisms from samples taken
during the second cruise are nearly complete. We can allow only
five additional weeks for the identification of material from the
second cruise, at which time we must start working on material
from the third cruise if we are to meet the project deadline. A
fourth cruise cannot be made if a draft report of the study is to
be prepared by June 1.
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9. PELAGIC FISH
A. Fishery January January 1 - January 31
10 yr o mean
Landings in tons 1968* 1967 1968* 1967 1957~1966
Species
Anchovy 600 11,390 600 11,390 784
Mackerel, jack 2,026 485 2,026 485 2~970
Mackerel, Pacific 82 28 82 28 1,094
Sardines 4 17 4 17 387
Squid 250 331 250 331 639
Total 2,962 12,251 2,962 12,251 5,874
*Estimated. Accumulated landings are revised monthly.
B. Anchovy
Fishery: Monterey fishermen delivered 558 tons at Moss Landing
during the last week of the month. Boats operated in Monterey Bay
most of the month, but the fish remained too deep to be caughte
Port Hueneme fishermen were unable to find anchovies in sufficient
quantities to make sizeable catches. The price dispute between
Terminal Island processors, boat owners, and fishermen is unsettled.
The meal price remains low ($127/ton, 65% protein), and oil prices
have dropped from 28¢ to 24¢ per gallon (3.25 cents/lbo).
SEASON LANDINGS FOR REDUCTION
TO JANUARY 31 (tons)
1966-67 1967-68
Permit Area Quota Landings Quota Landings
Northern 10,000 6,971 10,000 5,200
Southern 65,000 4,309 655)000 813
Zone
I NOT 5,000 77
II CO:t1PARABLE 5 Sl 000 92
III (see southern permit 5,000 No fishing
IV area 5,000 No fishing
V total above) 45,000 644
Combined Total 75,000 11,280 75~000 6,013
Research: Anchovy tagging was conducted off San Pedro (16,000 tags)~
San Diego (12,500), and Morro Bay (5,000). Since the beginning of
tagging (March, 1966), nearly 225,000 anchovies have been tagged and
released; 527 tags have been recovered.
During January 10 tags were recovered from fish caught in Monterey
Bay and delivered to Monterey Bay reduction plants, the only plants
in operation. Of these recoveries, 5 were from San Francisco Bay
tagging, 3 from San Diego, 1 from San Pedro, and 1 from Santa Cruz.
Live~Bait: The live-bait catch again was highlighted by the appear-
ance of firecracker sardines in San Diego. They accounted for about
26 --
15% of the catch during a 5 day period.
C. Mackerel-Sardine
Fishery'~ Jack mackerel la,ndings during January were 2 Sl 026 tons s> the
largest monthly landing since June, 1967. Most of the fish were
small and were used for pet food e
The majority of jack mackerel were taken at Tanner and Cortes Banks.
They appeared in "fishable schools" only in the shallow water areas
of the two banks. Ten nets were snagged during shallow sets, causing
considerable net damage and loss of fishing time. During most of
the months> jack mackerel schools were available only in the early
part of the evening. This allowed the fishermen to make only one
set before the fish scattered.
Jack mackerel landings at Moss Landing totaled 219 tons~ taken
mostly near Point Sur. About 180 tons of jack mackerel taken at
Tanner and Cortes Banks were delivered to Port Hueneme.
During the month schools of large bonito (7-12 lbs.) appeared be-
tween Gaviota and Point Dume causing many of the local purse seiners
to turn from mackerel fishing to bonito fishing.
Several pure loads of Pacific mackerel totaling 76 tons were taken
at Santa Barbara Island on the nights of the 2nd and 3rd. Pacific
mackerel appeared in trace amounts in the jack mackerel catches for
the first time since January of 1967. There were no Pacific mackerel
in jack mackerel landings in the Monterey area, as has been the case
for the past year o
Small quantities of sardines were mixed in two loads of jack mackerel
taken in the Huntington Beach area and off Catalina Island. No
sardine landings were reported in the Monterey area.
Research~ A total of 18 jack mackerel~ 6 Pacific mackerel, and 2
sardine samples were taken during the month e
Work continued on analysis of the jack mackerel age data. An outline
for a manuscript validating the age determination method for jack
mackerel was prepared.
Considerable time was spent compiling and analyzing jack and Pacific
mackerel data for a report on the status of these populations pre~
sented to the management board of one of the Terminal Island can~
neries on January 30.
Abstracts of the presentations at the CalCOFI Conference were com-
pletedSland a preliminary analysis of last season's sardine age com-
position data was begun.
A report on the current status of the sardine population was prepared
for our Sacramento office.
D. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey (Bartlett M63R)
Sea Survey~ The first ALASKA cruise of the year commenced January
18 off.southern California. Radar failure during the first week
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resulted in a 2 day loss of time.
Work continued in preparing data reports for publication. Intro-
ductory sections were written for reports covering surveys made from
1962-1965. The 1962 report was paged and is now ready for printing.
All reports will be published when MRC funds become available.
Quarterly progress reports to the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries for
the last quarter of 1967 were completed.
John Duffy, Assistant Marine Biologist, transferred out of the pro~
ject at mid-month.
Data Analysis: Work on the computer program to transfer all past
Sea Survey data from cards to tape continued -and was essentially
completed by months end.
10. TUNA
A. Albacore
Research
Life History: Age and growth--All albacore scales collected during
the 1967 fishing season have been read and assigned ages. Prelim-
inary analysis showed that the catch was composed of 3 percent 1-
year-old fish, 60 percent II's, 29 percent Ill's, 7 percent IV's,
and few V's, and no zeros.
Jack Ames wrote a computer program which extrapolates our weight-
length tables to include larger fish. We are using these data in the
analysis of albacore age composition from historical length fre-
quencies.
Population Dynamics: Editing of the fleet logbook data obtained
during the 1967 albacore fishing season has been completed. The
data are now ready for keypunching.
Exploratory Fishing and Oceanography: Contours of horizontal tem-
peratures and salinities and of vertical temperature sections from
our pre-season albacore survey (67S4) have been completede A paper
is being prepared which summarizes the cruise data and describes
details of the transition area west of the California Current e
Fishery
Sport: Latest figures show that the sportcatch for the 1967 fishing
season passed the 96,000 mark o This is above the average for the
past 15 years.
Commercial: Landing figures for September added 10 million pounds
to the season's total, bringing it to 13 million. It now looks like
the final figure may approach the 18 million pounds landed last year,
instead of the 15 million guestimated 3 months ago.
B. Bluefin Tuna
Research
Life History: Age and growth--Two programs were written for the
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Programma 101. One uses sample data and computes the percent of
bluefin in each age group~ along with calculations of the standard
error and the 95 percent confidence limits. The other computes the
mean length of each age group9 the standard deviation and the stand-
ard error. Data for years 1963-1966 were rune
These two programs significantly increased our efficiency in data
processing.
Population Dynamics: We continued processing the bluefin tuna
catch and effort data obtained during the 1967 fishing season.
Fishery
No bluefin tuna were caught this month.
The fishing season for yellowfin tuna opened January 1 9 but most of
the fleet refused to sail because of a dispute between the fisher-
men and the canners. At issue was the price to be paid for tuna
and the principle of establishing price agreements before the vessels
depart for the fishing grounds.
Since some of the same fishermen are involved, this dispute may
spillover into the bluefin tuna fishery that is due to start with-
in the next few months.
C. Bonito
Fisher~
Sport~ A small sport fishery for bonito has developed near the
power plant complex located on Westminster Boulevard about ~ mile
east of Highway 101. The complex produces smog, electric power~
and hot water. Bonito thrive in this artificial, warm-water habi-
tat and provide winter sportfishing.
Commercial~ Good catches were made during the latter part of the
month~ in the Santa Barbara channel between Pt. Dume and Pt. Con-
ceptiorl e
Landing to date are 793 tons.
De Miscellaneous
All abstracts of papers presented at the 18th Pacific Tuna Confer-
ence are now in~ and Chairman Bill Craig reports that the Proceed-
ings are nearly ready for typing.
11. SPORTFISH
A. Partyboat
Research~ Work continue~ on 2 manuscripts~-
1. Age and Growth of California Halibut.
2. Partyboat Fishing IndustrY9 Origin and Catch, 1947-1967.
The 1968 Angling Regulations poster was revised and a printing
requisition submitted to the State Printer.
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B. Environmental and Behavioral Studies of Coastal Sport Fishes (DJ F22R4)
Two manuscripts were submitted for publication in CALIFORNIA FISH AND
GAME; uObservations on the biology and behavior of the California
spiny lobster ~ PanuZirus interruptus (Randall) ~" and "A sur""vey of
algae off Palos Verdes PointS' Californiae"
During the routine survey of our CONES transect off Palos Verdes
Point 9 Strachan and Mitchell were visited by two 30~foot California
gray whales~ Eschrichtius gibboBUS. Apparently these animals were
only Vlsidewalk superintendenting" for after a quick look--around they
continued on their way.
Work was begun on our reimbursed contract studies for Regional Water
Quality Control Boards 8 and 9. The contracts involve an ecological
and water quality survey of the marine environment in upper Newport
Bay for Board 8~ Santa Ana River Basin and a marine environment sur-
vey offshore from San Onofre for Board 9, San Diego~
Turner spoke at the annual joint training conference for the Bureau
of Radiological Health and the California State Department of Public
Health~ convened in Berkeley. His subject was Industrial siting in
California~~ecologicalconsiderations.
Charles T e Mitchell terminated at months end to accept a position as
Marine Scientist with the California Institute of Technology. His
departure will be Sorely felt within this projecte Highly qualified
biologist divers are a very rare breed indeed and his replacement
will not be easily found.
Redondo Harbor Biological Monitoring.--(Southern California Edison
C6mpart~'c6rttract)~ This project was· initiated January 8, 1968 with
the assignment of John Duffy as principal investigator. During the
next 12 months biological monitoring of Redondo Beach harbor will be
conducted to assist in determining the effect of a warm water dis~
charge into this environment.
C. Central California Marine Sportfish Survey (DJ F25R1)
Partyboat, skiff~ and skindiving catches were checked at Monterey
and Pacific Grove fl Monterey gill net catches were also sampled
during the month e
The ecological kelp bed reef survey was conducted during the first
week of January.
Miscellaneousg Data on the 1957 pier survey of Berkeley.Pier were
sent to Ted Wooster~ Region II o
Three tagged fish were recovered this month e Methods of taking
stomach contents of live fish were tested. New fishing methods for
lingcod were initiated with fair success.
12. FOOD HABITS STUDY (Bartlett M67R)
Work continued on Phase I activities, such as establishment of the
beak size~body size relationship for the common squid~ LoZigo opaZescens.
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Phase II tasks, stomach analysis, included the following~
An old collection of 14 stomachs from California halibut~
ParaZichthys caZifornicus~ was examined and the contents
of each identified--anchovies~EngrauZia mordax~ were con~
tained in all but one~ which yielded a small unidentifiable
crabe
Three samples of 10 bonito~ Sarda: chiZiensiB~ were collected
from the commercial purse seine fleet at Terminal Island.
The majority of the stomachs were emptYe In the few contain-
ing food, the digestive process 'W'as almost complete 0 However,
hard parts enabled us to identify most food items, including
anchovy, squid, and hake (MerZuccius productusJe
The project continues to be far behind the original schedule.
13. SPECIAL PROJECTS
A. Southern California
A spot Pismo clam survey was made on January 27 at Morro Bay during
a minus 1 e 5 low tide to determine if aJny damage had occurred to the
clams as a result of the recent spill of 2,400 barrels of oil at
Cayucos. Many zero year class clams plus a number of 1, 2, 3 and 4
year olds were dug. All clams appeared normal and healthy, although a
six-tenths of a mile stretch of beach still had a considerable amount
of oil. No dead clams or empty shells were found anywhere on the
beach.
Four days were devoted to red tide resE~arch.
B. Northern California
Technical assistance was given to the Sportfish project in the con-
struction of tagging needles 0 Assistance was also given the Crab
project in the construction of a skiff davit.
Seining in the Foster City lagoon with the assistance of the col-
lector from Steinhart Aquarium caught fewer fish than were taken
last summer. Salinity reduction by winter rains and lowered temper-
atures have caused fish kills e Species taken were topsmelt, staghorn
sculpin~ stickelback, and pipefish.
14. BIOSTATISTICS
A. Data Processing
Regular Reports: December cannery and processor reports were com-
pleted~ and the monthly letter summarizing the tuna case pack was
mailed. The 1967 annual tuna case pack letter was included with
this mailing.
The September statistical reports of la:ndings and shipments were
tabulated and distributed to the field offices.
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The 1966 annual boat listings were tabulated.
The annual market crab reports for the 1966~67 season were tabulated,
decoded~ and sent to the Shellfish Investigations
The monthly processor report check run was tabulated in preparation
for work on the annual processor reports e
The license unit processed the December master list changes for
Accoun~ing. The master list of fish dealers and shellfish cultiva-
tors is used for tax purposes.
Special Reports and Jobs: The following IBM card decks were pre-
pared for the Shellfish and Bottomfish Data Project, Menlo Park:
Shrimp Cruises
Crab Cruise
Crab and Shrimp Cruise-
59-S-9
60-8-2
60-S-5 (2 parts)
61-S-2
61-8-7
59-8-2 (2 parts)
An alpha boat number list was tabulated for the Shellfish and Bot-
tomfish Data Project, Menlo Park.
The Salton Sea Creel Census was keypunched and listed for R. Hulquist,
Chino Fisheries Base.
A table showing species landed in selected blocks of San Francisco,
San Pablo, and Suisun Bays during 1965 and 1966 was compiled for the
Baxter McDonald & Company of Berkeley.
Detailed species tables showing the commercial and sport catches for
1966 were compiled for an upcoming meeting with members of the fish-
ing industrYe
The 1967 monthly market crab landings were compiled for Frank Alverson
of Van Camp 8ea Food.
Sardine cannery, live bait, and dead bait figures for 1966 and 1967
were compiled for C. Blunt.
A list of fish dealer numbers and city codes was compiled by the Boat
Unit for Do Mackett 8
Annual partyboat letters for 1958 through 1966 were assembled for Mr.
A. Wo Ward~ San Francisco.
We "guesstimated" the total 1967 commercial catch and its value from
catch data processed through January for Marine Resources Branch and
the Office of the Governor.
Work in Progress: The Information Unit is balancing the annual pro-
cessor reports.
The November market fish receipts, the January cannery fish receipts,
and the 13th period partyboat logs are being edited.
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Additional boat owners are being contacted by mail in an attempt to
update the list of vessels that may fish in Mexicous west coast
exclusive fishery zone in 1968.
B. Technical Assistance and Biometrical Analysis
Statistical and Ma~hematical Analysisg Pacific mackerel population
dynamics computations were completed during the month. Population
biomass 9 spawning stock biomass and recruit biomass for years 1939~
1965 were calculated using Murphy's method. A logistic yield model
and a yield-per-recruit model, the latter incorporating a Ricker
spawner-recruit curve, were fitted to the mackerel data. Pat
Tomlinson presented the results of this work during a seminar at
Terminal Island on January 20.
ComEuters~ Several PLII programs were written during the month in
preparation for running 1968 card-to-tape work on the 360-65 compu-
ter e These programs include COMM which updates the commercial card
file, COMM CHK which provides checking totals from the file, and
CONVERT which converts BCD tapes to the 360 fixed point decimal for-
mat. CONVERT has been debugged and timing runs are in progress.
A PLII program to prepare trawl data tables from our tapes for an
information exchange with the Russians has been written. Debugging
has been awaiting installation of Version 3 of the PL/I compiler~
This Version is now in operation.
The weight-length program is undergoing a long overdue reV1Slon.
The new version in PLII will allow easier deck set-up and provide
somewhat more convenient output.,
15. VESSELS
ALASKA
From the 1st through the 17th the ALASKA was secured for annual
overhauls
On the 18th the vessel departed on a twenty day Pelagic Fish Cruise
off the coast of southern California.
Operational days scheduled 14; operated 14.
N. B. SCOFIELD
Vessel secured the entire month due to engine breakdown.
NAUTILUS
From the 2nd through the 5th the NAUTILUS conducted San Francisco
Drainage and Oceanography studies off the central California coast.
From the 6th through the end of the month the vessel was engaged in
tagging English sole off Monterey and San Francisco.,
Operational days scheduled 6; operated 28.
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MOLLUSK
The vessel operated three days on abalone surveys in the Morro Bay
area.
16. BIOLOGICAL NOTES
The Del Monte whaling station at RichmondS' California$) has been oper-
ating under a permit authorizing the take of 100 gray whales during
the current southward 9 and later northward migrations. The whales
are brought in by killer boats late in the evening and cut up at
night under the scrutiny of several U.S0F~&WeS. biologists. Some
students from the Hopkins Marine Station have observed this night-
time operation, and have collected whale barnacles and baleen e
Also, workers from UoC.L8A., Cornell~ and Switzerland have obtained
study material. At months end, a sizable number of gray whales were
still observed on a southward course through the Monterey region.
17. MISCELLANEOUS
A. Meetings, Talks and Visitors
Jan. 4
Jan. 8
Jan. 8-12
22-26
Jan. 9
Jan. 9
Jan. 10
Jan. 10
Jan. 10
Jan" 11
- Meeting with personnel of Southern California Edison
Company and Marine Advisors to discuss their biolog-
ical studies around the San Onofre nuclear steam~
generating station~ Los Angeles; Turner 9 Mitchell.
~ Aplin met with a member of the City Managers staff in
Morro Bay to discuss harbor developments~
- Heimann attended the Seventeenth School of Management,
sponsored by the State Personnel Board~ in Los
Angeles.
- Meeting with Dr. Bayard Brattstrom to discuss an
ecological study in upper Newport Bay~ California
State College at Fullerton; Strachan.
- Orcutt and Aplin met with B. Baruh~ Manager of Marine
World~ to tour the Redwood City site and discuss the
development of the project to be opened in July.
- Dr. Earl Herald discussed a forthcoming article on the
Japanese goby~ Acanthogobius fZavimanus with Aplin at
the Steinhart Aquarium.
- Smith met with Dr~ Murison~ Dean of Public Affairs,
HSC~ and Fred Phebus~ Fisbermens Marketing Association~
to discuss the use of Technical Services Act money for
presenting a Fisheries symposium in January 1969.
- Meeting with Dr0 Gilbert Bane to discuss an ecological
study in upper Newport Bayg University of California
at Irvine; Strachan~
- Miller met with Pinkas, Oliphant and Frey at Terminal
Island to discuss the publication of 1966 census results.
Jan. 11
Jan. 11
Jan. 11
Jan o 15
Jan. 15
Jan. 15
Jan. 15
Jan. 15-17
Jan. 16
Jan. 16
Jan. 16
Jan. 17
Jan. 17
Jan. 19
Jan. 19
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- Gotshall met with several members of the Kiwanis Club
conservation committee to discuss artificial reefs in
Humboldt Bay.
- Gotshall appeared on the local TV program "California
Outdoors U , to discuss Humboldt Bay sportfishing and
clam digging e
- Roedel and Baxter attended a CalCOFI meeting at La
Jolla.
- Miller presented a talk on the status of the commercial
gill net fishery at Monterey to 25 members of the
Monterey County Sportsmen Council at Gonzales.
- Meeting with, James Onellion, underwater Mining and
Environmental Systems, to discuss harvest of Gelidium:
Terminal Island; Turner e
- Marine Research Committee Meeting, San Pedro. Attend-
ing were: Roedel, Baxter, Gates, Messersmith,
Leighton, and Richardson.
- Mrs. T. J. Trichilo, League of Women Voters, visited
the Eureka laboratory to discuss Humboldt Bay ecology
and development.
- Wild met with Dr. Garth, Bob Given, and Gilbert Jones
of the Allan Hancock Foundation concerning identifi-
cation of selected crustacean groupse
- Odemar attended the monthly status review meeting in
Sacramento of the S.F e Bay-Delta Water Quality Con-
trol Program.
- Smith met in Sacramento with Department of Education
officials to discuss the availability of Payne Act
(PeLe 1027) money for fisheries traininge
- Carlisle met with Charles Lawrence of Koebig & Koebig
to discuss red tide and other problems related to the
new Venice canals~ Terminal Island.
- Ebert presented an illustrated talk on California
abalones to Beta-Beta-Beta science fraternity at
California Polytechnic College~ San Luis Obispo.
- Gotshall, Smith, Taylor and Hardwick met with about
20 other researchers who are concerned with studies
in Humboldt Bay to discuss formation of a Humboldt
Bay Ecology Organization8
- Serge Spiridonoff, Department of Public Health, Santa
Rosa~ visited the Eureka laboratory.
- Heimann participated in a meeting in Sacramento to
discuss reporting and taxing procedures for commercial
fish landings.
Jan. 19
Jan. 19
Jan. 21
Jan. 21-24
Jan. 22
Jan. 22
Jan. 23
Jan. 24
Jan. 24
Jan. 24-25
Jan. 24
Jan. 24-25
Jan. 26-27
Jan. 30
B. Personnel
Jan. 2
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- Turner spoke on Hlndustrial sitingn-e-ecological con.-
siderations" at the annual joint training conference
of the Bureau of Radiological Health and the California
State Department of Public Healthg Berkeley 0
- Smith met with members of the Crescent City Chamber
of Commerce and Humboldt State staff to discuss
Pacific hake biology and FPC requirements in regard
to establishing a fish meal plant in Crescent City.
- Gotshall and Gary Monroe (Region 1) acted as u tour
leaders u for a group of local community leaders in a
tour of Humboldt Bay sponsored by the Eureka Kiwanis.
- Dr. De Quayle of British Columbia~ Dr e J~ Do Andrews
of Virginia and J~ Glude of B~C.F.~ Seattle, met with
Orcutt and Katkansky to review the Shellfish Pathology
Program.
- Turner and Strachan met with John Zasadzinski~ Santa
Ana River Basin Regional Water Quality Control Board,
to discuss dredging in Newport Bay~ Newport.
- Taylor showed the film "Fishes in the Sean to 27 Boy
Scouts in Eureka.
- Blunt met with Gunnal Rollifsen of Star Kist to dis-
cuss the Pacific mackerel population.
- Miller discussed a water project survey with Eldon
Hughes at Menlo Parke
- Miller met with Roedel, Orcutt~ Gates, and Radovich
at Menlo Park to discuss the partyboat - gill net
controversy. A report on this problem was submitted
to Roedel and Radovich at the end of the month.
- Ebert attended a diving safety board meeting at Port
Hueneme.
- Mitchell set up a salt water aquarium with common
southern California marine invertebrates for the
second grade class at Patrick Henry Grammar Schoolg
Long Beach e
- Diving Safety Board meeting: Port Hueneme and Anacapa;
Turner.
Mackett and Abramson attended a symposium on the inter~
face between computer science and statistics at Los
Angeles e
- Roedel~ Baxter, and Blunt attended a meeting at
Starkist Foods to discuss the mackerel fishery.
- Sandrale Re Gates~ Clerk Typist II~ Shellfish and
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Bottomfish Data transferred to Administration p Menlo
Park.
Jan. 2
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
- Milan Marott appointed permanent Net Man & Boatswain~
Fisheries Resources Sea Survey? Terminal Island.
- Richard A. Powell, Tabulating Machine Operator,
Biostatistics, Terminal Island, resigned.
- Charles T. Mitchell, Assistant Marine Biologist~
Environmental and Behavioral Studies of Coastal
Sportfish, Terminal Island, resigned.
ftJ*ll~
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